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Advice and Hints

Exercise 1

• Start by writing a function compexpr :: Expr -> Code that compiles
expressions into code. In this case there are no jump labels involved,
so you don’t need to pass in a fresh label or use the state monad. For
example, compiling the expression (1 + 2) ∗ (3 + 4) should give:

[PUSH 1, PUSH 2, DO Add, PUSH 3, PUSH 4, DO Add, Do Mul]

You may also like to look at the compiler correctness example from the
book (chapter 16, pages 240–241) for inspiration.

• Before moving to compiling programs, review the tree relabelling exam-
ple (chapter 12, pages 171–172), as this explains how threading a label
through a function can be re-expressed using the state monad.

• I’d suggest first defining the compiler for programs as a function

compprog :: Prog -> Label -> (Code,Label)

that explicitly threads the next fresh label through in a similar manner to
the tree relabelling example. Make sure your compiler gives the correct
result for the factorial example from the handout.

• Here’s some pseudo-code that explains how to compile a program of the
form While e p, where l1 and l2 are fresh labels:

[LABEL l1,

<compiled code for e>, JUMPZ l2,

<compiled code for p>, JUMP l1,

LABEL l2]

Make sure you understand this before trying to compile while loops. It’s
useful to write pseudo-code for the other constructors for programs too
before to trying to implement these in Haskell.



• Once your compiler is working, refactor it into a function

compprog :: Prog -> ST Code

that uses the state monad to handle the threading of fresh labels, using
the tree relabelling example for inspiration if you get stuck.

Exercise 2

• The exec function should be implemented using simple Haskell as in
COMP1009 Programming Paradigms, and does not require the use of
more sophisticated features such as monads or applicative functors. In-
deed, these features should not be used for this function.

• An important design decision is how to model which instruction in the
code to execute next. One approach is to use a program counter, a non-
negative integer that specifies which instruction to execute next, as in
assembly language. Another approach is to keep two copies of the code,
one which is being ‘eaten’ as instructions are executed (as in the example
on page 241 of the book), and the other which is kept untouched so that
backward jumps can return to earlier code.

• You’ll need to define exec in terms of a helper function that takes ad-
ditional arguments and returns additional results, such as the current
stack and memory, both which will initially be empty.

Bonus

• This is optional, but if you want to try it you should use your own initia-
tive to find appropriate online resources to learn about the writer monad
and monad transformers. The basic idea is to use the log component of
the writer monad to build up the code piecewise, rather than doing this
manually using ++. In this manner, the result type of the compiler will
now be the void type () rather than Code.


